
Singer Songwriter Interview - Email

*Identity removed at Interviewee’s request (ref: Last Qns).

Singer Songwriter: Thanks for your email. Just a bit of background before I fire through these 
answers. Around 2017 I had begun pulling away from the live music scene. I was heavily involved 
in both originals and cover music from around 2003 to 2018 but mainly in Ireland (apart from 8 
months in Melbourne and 7 months in London scenes). Any follow-up questions, do ask me! Once 
upon a time, I studied music management and have promoted gigs, performed and released music. 

Qns: Please describe your role in securing gigs and events to play at.
Singer Songwriter: Throughout the years, I've secured cover gigs mostly by accepting them from 
contacts I had made in the scene but traditionally, I would go to venues personally with my diary 
and sell whatever act I was working with. I've never gotten a gig through an app or telephoning 
anyone that had not met me first.

As for original music gigs, I've also gotten these by either receiving calls from promoters that 
mostly needed an opening act for an artist. I also contacted and booked out venues to promote bands 
and used this platform to perform my music as well until 2016 or so.

Qns: For context, could you please name some of the venues that you have performed at?
Singer Songwriter: The kind of venues differed from act to act but mostly small local venues in 
Mullingar. The covers gigs were mostly in hotels and pubs around Ireland and then Irish bars in 
Australia. The originals were in venues like The Stables (Mullingar), The Mezz, Workman's Club, 
Grand Social, etc. (Dublin). That level of venues in the rest of Ireland. Max capacity 200. Rarely 
full of punters! In London, similar size venues. I've played a few festivals and have run open mic 
nights in most places I've lived. 

Qns: Do you currently use any social media or online platforms to showcase your music? If so, 
could you please name them?
Singer Songwriter: I've recently deleted Facebook and Twitter and have only kept an Instagram 
account. I rarely use it to promote music but would've often used Facebook to promote music. I also 
have a YouTube account. I've taken a big step back from social media, especially regarding music. I 
also have a Spotify and Bandcamp account although I rarely check them.

Qns: Could you please run through the current (pre-covid) process of how you find a venue 
and gig to play at?
Singer Songwriter: When I was actively seeking venues for original music performances, I would 
email them with a digital press pack after I called them for permission to send it. I used this to 
solicit reviews of my music. I would always try to build a relationship with the venue owner before 
soliciting a gig / review. I've already mentioned the process for attaining a covers gig.

Qns: What are some of the frustrations in this process?
Singer Songwriter: Frustrations included ignorance from the promoters / venue owners or just 
difficulty establishing a base to build a relationship. Personally, I had built up a nice network over 
the years that wasn't too difficult to find gigs. However, I would often come up short when I was 
trying a new venue in a town or city that I didn't have a footing in. 

Qns: Do you currently know of, or use any technology to find and secure gigs to play at? If so, 
could you please name them?
Singer Songwriter: Regarding technology, I'd assume most people are using Facebook and twitter 
to establish contact with potential venues. I think first music contact and imo have started helping 



musicians with a type of network but I'm unsure. Reverbnation was a site that may have been built 
for this purpose but it has lost traction in recent years.

Qns: If there was a dedicated app for showcasing your work to promoters & bookers, would 
you use it?
Singer Songwriter: I don't think I would use an app like this or Reverbnation again unless it had a 
strong reputation. MySpace was an amazing site to find bands / venues and build contacts. There 
was a great buzz around the site but it sadly peaked and then diminished. I haven't seen anything 
match its success, even Facebook couldn't. I don't even like to use LinkedIn as I don't think it's 
effective or transparent enough.

Qns: What are some suggestions you would have for an app like this?
Singer Songwriter: As for suggestions, I think an app like this could work but I obviously would 
not be part of the target market right now. 

The idea of a CV really irks me, especially in the music industry. Saying that, the app could work 
for other people. 

There would need to be a way to avoid spamming venues with requests.

It's difficult to get people to even listen to music they like these days so there could be an incentive 
for venue owners to listen to artists. 

Perhaps, on the other side of the coin, musicians could rate venues like on Yelp but have it as an 
ease of doing business type of rating. Or at the very least, a rating system. The more credibility an 
artist or promoter has, the more weight. Eitherway, the app would have to be heavily moderated. Or 
at least sections of it. Perhaps there could be a division. One part of the app is very moderated and 
restricted and the other part is like the wild west where people can freely communicate. I'm not 
saying that either should be blocked with pay tiers but it's an idea. 

A way to limit corruption of this model, you could get awarded more points for leaving a positive 
remark while use up points to leave a negative one. This way the app won't be a spam machine to 
hurt artists / promoters. 

Who knows?!

Qns: Is there a feature that you would personally like to see in such an app?
Singer Songwriter: An app such as this still wouldn't really interest me as I'm more of a 
traditionalist. Saying that, I think transparency would be something I'd like to see more of as this 
sounds like a community type of app and not an anonymous reddit type approach. Maybe venues 
need to register with their CRO number or artists with a form of ID. That could be a barrier to entry 
but could also keep the riff raff out. 

If this were to be developed, I'd much prefer to see the venues communicating their experiences 
with their artists directly before public posting things and vice versa. A way to rectify issues or 
suggest improvements instead of just blackballing the other party. Personally, I think there is not 
enough positivity online these days and this needs to change with all social apps going forward.



Qns: Lastly, can we have permission to use your name and picture in our research to form a 
User profile? This will only be used for UX research purposes and possibly published on our 
personal blogs.
Singer Songwriter: I'd rather you didn't use my photo or name to create a profile. If you decide that 
you need to use it for a specific research purpose then just drop me a line detailing what you need 
and explaining its use. I've been trying to limit my presence online.


